
Three and a half months after the outbreak
of the Second World War, a group of men
gathered in the office of Canadian Prime
Minister Mackenzie King for the signing of
an ‘Agreement Relating to the Training of
Pilots and Aircrews in Canada’. It was just
before midnight on December 16, 1939, but
King insisted the document be signed on the
17th as that happened to be his birthday! This
was the simple beginning of the British Com-
monwealth Air Training Plan (BCATP),
known in Britain as the Empire Air Training
Scheme.

In the spring of 1940, the war took a turn
for the worse, which put more pressure on
aerodromes and airspace in the United King-
dom causing a downturn in training activ-
ities. On July 13 the Canadian Government
received a request from the RAF that they
wished to transfer four service flying training
schools to Canada. The new Canadian Air
Minister, the Hon. Charles ‘Chubby’ Power,
replied that the four schools could easily be
accommodated, then added: ‘If the British
wished to transfer more schools to Canada,
room for them would be found, however it
must be understood all costs for the RAF
schools must be borne by the United King-
dom’.

At once the RAF revised its request to
include eight service flying training schools,
two air observer schools, one bombing and
gunnery school, one air navigation school,
one general reconnaissance school and one
torpedo bombing school. The RAF was com-
ing to Canada in force!

On August 29, 1940, the complete staff
and equipment for No. 7 Service Flying
Training School (SFTS) set sail for Canada.
An airfield at Collins Bay, Ontario, was
already being built for them and, to avoid
confusion with other BCATP schools, they
became No. 31 SFTS. (From this point on, all
numbers 31 and above were reserved for
RAF schools transferred or formed in Can-
ada during the war.)

Between September 9, 1940 and Novem-
ber 3, 1944, the RAF operated 26 aircrew
training schools in Canada, plus No. 31
Radio Direction Finding School at Clinton,
Ontario, which was the only one of its kind in
North America, training both Americans and
Canadians alongside the RAF.

No. 31 Personal Depot at Moncton, New
Brunswick, was also a one of a kind as it was
the main reception centre for all members of

the RAF moving by ship to and from the
United States and Canada. The main port of
arrival became Halifax, Nova Scotia, or New
York City. A quick change from boat to
troop train led to a new adventure in a new
country. At Moncton the RAF were split
into groups of 50 or more and sent west to
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This amazing photo was taken in 1943
over the lake used for an RAF bombing
range east of relief airfield at Airdrie in
Alberta. The horizon would be the
approximate location of the RAF’s
Empire Air Training Scheme base at Pen-
hold. This is the type of air space the RAF
trained in over southern Alberta from
1942 to 1944. Harvard FE824 was taken
on charge No. 37 Service Flying Training
School RAF Calgary on February 9, 1943
and struck off charge by the Royal
Canadian Air Force on October 2, 1946.
Total flying time 2,053 hours.

THE EMPIRE AIR TRAINING SCHEME IN CANADA
By Clarence Simonsen

September 15, 1942 and Pilot Officer Don Webber and Flying
Officer Taffie Davies wait for transport at Bowden station,
some 60 miles north of Calgary.

The train station was located on the left where the second set
of tracks run today. The old driveway to the entrance can be
seen filled with snow.
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various Elementary Flying Training Schools,
the average trans-continental train journey
taking at least five days. A total of 47,406
British airmen passed through Moncton, the
greater number of these pilots receiving their

wings in the three prairie provinces where six
schools were located in Alberta, seven in
Saskatchewan and two in Manitoba. (Due
to the political climate, no RAF training
schools were located in Quebec.)

While under training, 899 British airmen
were killed in Canada and their graves lie
scattered across the vast country. They
received no ‘wings’; were given no recogni-
tion, and they lie forgotten today.
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Left: Arriving at RAF Airdrie. Right: The Albert Pallet Company
is now on the site although the H-huts on the left have gone.

The water storage tank was built by the Royal Air Force in  the
summer of 1942 for fire fighting.
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No. 31 EFTS, De WINTON
In April 1941 the first intake of RAF per-

sonnel for No. 31 EFTS at De Winton
boarded a troop train which took them to
Greenock, Scotland. They were put aboard
an Irish cattle boat that had been freshly
painted but, as LAC Reg Routledge recalled,
‘the fresh paint slightly improved the looks
but did nothing to disguise the smell of the
former occupants’. Two days later they
arrived in Iceland where they spent two
nights sleeping on the cold floor of a Quon-
set hut. They left Reykjavik on the MV
California and docked at Halifax in the late
afternoon, followed by the train ride to
Moncton. After the long trip to Western
Canada they were housed in new H-huts at
No. 37 SFTS, at Calgary, then still under con-
struction, until the De Winton base was
ready for occupation on June 18, 1941.

LAC Leslie Landels arrived at De Win-
ton in October 1942. Under the second
phase of the BCATP, student pilots from
other countries were now mixed in with
RAF students and Leslie recalls his class
had many other nationals: Polish, French,
Czechoslovakian, Australian, New Zealand,
and Canadians. On December 8 during a
dog-fight between a British and Czech stu-
dent, the two Tiger Moths collided. The
RAF pilot parachuted to safely but the
Czech, LAC Kingsley Perera, never made
it. He was buried with full military honours
at Cemetery Hill in Calgary.
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This photo taken at RAF De Winton in 1944 by Flight Sergeant Geoff Sellers looks
across the parade ground towards the Cornell trainers parked in front of the hangars.
The wall of the butts to the rifle range is on the right.

Above: Instructor Reg Eastwood (left) with Flying Officer Gafney. Nothing more is
known about him other than his photo album came up for auction in Britain in 1985.
Below: From 1944 . . . to 2010. Only the rifle range still stands at De Winton, now
abandoned and returned to farmland.
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Above: Classmates of Gafney, L-R: Ian Reekie, Ted Jones, Ted Ivison and Geoff
Knowles. The picture was taken on the western side of Hangar No. 1 of which only
the concrete base remains today (below). Nine RAF pilots were killed at De Winton
and all are buried in Calgary (Barnsland) Cemetery (see page 16). They are LAC
Michael Woozley in Steerman FJ809 on October 5, 1942; Pilot Officer Anthony Frost
in Tiger Moth 4072 on October 25, 1942; LAC Kingsley Perera (right) in Tiger Moth
4200 on December 8, 1942; LAC Alfred White in Tiger Moth 5862 on December 8,
1942; Flight Sergeant Allan McCue and Sergeant Pilot John Fleming in Cornell 14449
on July 13, 1943 (Sergeant McCue died of wounds on the 15th); Sergeant Pilot Ivan
Dodds and LAC Arthur Bloxham in Cornell 15026 on September 1, 1943, and Sergeant
Pilot Clive Lord in Cornell 15025 on December 28, 1943.

RAF tractors used for towing aircraft were sold off to farmers after the war and two still remain at De Winton today.
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No. 32 EFTS, BOWDEN
In August 1940 the Canadian Government

took over John Thompson’s farm located
two miles north of the town of Bowden,
Alberta. Although the family remained in
the farmhouse and barn remained standing,
both buildings were in direct line of the new
runway built by the Western Canada Con-
struction Company of Edmonton.

John Bugbee had joined the RAF in 1938
and was posted to ground defence at Biggin
Hill in Kent. He went to France with No. 85
Squadron on September 7, 1939 where he
remained until the evacuation in late May
1940. In May 1941 he was sent to the RAF
depot in Manchester from where he and 400
others took the train to Scotland. They
boarded the troopship Brittanic but not until
they had been at sea for two days were they
informed that the next stop was Canada!

The ship docked at Halifax on May 28 and
the following day they arrived at No. 31 Per-
sonnel Depot at Moncton. Four days and five
nights later they arrived at No. 39 SFTS at
Swift Current, Saskatchewan, (see After the
Battle No. 41) which was still under construc-
tion. John became the clerk under the RAF
chief flying instructor. New Tiger Moths
from the RCAF arrived and flight training
began in mid-June 1941.

When the ground party moved from Swift
Current on September 15 they found that
No. 32 EFTS at Bowden was still not fin-
ished. John was the last to arrive in mid-Oct-
ober and recalls that there was no heat in any
of the buildings. He said that while the single
paraffin heater attempted to heat his room,
the air temperature was freezing so that even
the ink in his fountain pen froze! He would
place the pen on the heater and continue
writing until it froze again. Ground crews
worked outdoors with only wood fires to
keep them warm. In early November steam-
heat was provided and flight training got
underway on November 16.

In 1942, RAF Bowden had three flights
with over one hundred students learning on
the Tiger Moth and it was only to be expected
that accidents occurred, especially when stu-
dent pilots began to fly solo. The first of 117
accidents at Bowden occurred in the spring of
1942 when a Tiger Moth in difficulty almost
struck the Thompson house before crashing
into the cattle fence and bursting into flames.
On this occasion the pilot and instructor
escaped injury but three other students were
killed flying the Tiger: LAC Reginald Whyte
on February 19, 1942; LAC Charles Mann on

August 3, 1942, and LAC Norman Presland
on September 10, 1942.

The young pilots remained training in
Canada for an average of 18 months. A large
number fell in love with Canadian girls and
some — like John Bugbee — returned to
make their home there after the war. In 1985
I interviewed a Mrs Elsie Duncan. She had
married a Canadian and raised a family but
she never forgot her very first love, LAC
Norman Presland, whose photo and the
newspaper report on his fatal accident she
still treasured.
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Left: Flight Sergeant pilots at RAF Bowden in 1942 with their instructor, Flight
Sergeant Hickling on the far right. Right: These are the civilian bowser girls who took
over in July that year with a line up of Stearmans.

. . . In difficulty, the Tiger veered off the NE-SW runway closely missing the Thompson farm before ending up in a cattle fence.

Ab initio trainers were Tiger Moths, the first fatality occurring on February 19, 1942 when
LAC Reginald Whyte was killed. Above: This is another near fatal crash which took place
in April 1942 . . .
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THE AIRCRAFT
During the Second World War, Canada

refused to accept the offer of lend-lease from
the United States as it was felt that this
would jeopardise its national sovereignty.
Instead the Canadians insisted on paying for
all their aircraft, as well as supplying Can-
adian and American-built aircraft to the
RAF schools in Canada. While the first RAF
Elementary Flying Training Schools received
RCAF Tiger Moths, the RAF was to supply
their school’s permanent aircraft comple-
ment. However, in late 1941, the RAF found
that the Canadian and British elementary
trainer production was fully committed so
they turned to the most obvious choice:
American aircraft on lend-lease.

On October 17, 1941, RAF personnel
inspected the USAAF PT-17 at the Stear-
man Aircraft Company in Wichita, Kansas,
and requested a number of alterations for
RAF winter training in Canada. The new
designation was PT-27 and a contract for 300
aircraft was signed on November 5. Shortly
thereafter the company asked the RAF if
they would accept production line PT-27s
without the modifications to speed up deliv-
ery. Then, as soon as the components for the
modifications were available, they would be
shipped to Canada for installation by the
RAF which was agreed.

One PT-17 which retained its USAAF ser-
ial number (41-25453) was quickly supplied
for flight testing and to prepare the Pilot’s
Notes, and the bulk order was delivered to
Canada beginning in March 1942. The
USAAF serial numbers were 42-15570
through 42-15869. The RAF serial numbers
became FD968 to FD999, FJ741 to FJ999
and FK100 to FK108. Eight of these aircraft
were assigned to RCAF’s No. 3 Flying
Instructor School at Arnprior, Ontario, with
the other 292 going to the RAF schools in
Alberta: No. 31 EFTS RAF at De Winton;
No. 32 EFTS at Bowden, No. 36 EFTS at
Pearce and No. 37 at Calgary. (No. 36 EFTS
operated from March 30 to August 14, 1942
when it closed. Their Stearmans were then
flown to Bowden and De Winton. No. 2 Fly-
ing Instructors School, RCAF, opened at
Pearce in May 1943.)

As the harsh Canadian winter approached,
no cold weather modifications had arrived
for the Stearmans, most important being a
cockpit canopy. Instead pilots had to be
issued with leather masks to try to prevent
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Lives were lost and hearts were broken. Elsie Duncan never forgot LAC Norman Pres-
land who lost his life on September 10, 1942. His Tiger Moth collided with another and
although he baled out he was too low for the parachute to save him. Left: She retained
this press cutting on the accident from the day he was laid to rest in Innisfall Cemetery
(see page 16), where 13 RAF airmen killed while training at Bowden are buried.

Some Bowden crash sites were on water, this student coming to grief while chasing
ducks with his Tiger! The chap in the bathing trunks is Air Engineer George Frost
whose duty it was to investigate all aircraft accidents at the base.

It was on September 19, 1942 that the one and only fatal crash of a Stearman
occurred. On a warm Canadian harvest day, Flying Instructor Pilot Officer Gordon
Williams and his pupil LAC Owen Wynne took off in FJ923 but they never returned to
base. The crash site was found in a farmer’s field, where the aircraft had forcefully
impacted the ground, killing both pilots. Cause unknown. George took the photos,
the man in white coat being the RAF Medical Officer at Bowden, Doc Lawton.
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their faces freezing, and on October 14, all
PT-27 flying training came to a halt. The only
fully modified PT-27 (RAF serial FK108)
arrived in Canada on October 23 for testing
but it was too late. On November 28 the deci-
sion was made to fly the remaining 287
PT-27s to the USAAF for equal number of
Fairchild Cornells which had an enclosed
cockpit. American bone-chilled ferry pilots
flew the Stearmans to Great Falls, Montana,
as a new chapter in the RAF training was
about to begin,

PHASE TWO — JULY 1942
The spring of 1942 saw many profound

changes for the RAF training scheme in Can-
ada. The original agreement was due to
expire on March 31, 1943, and Canada’s
financial responsibilities for air training and
the cost of building the new RAF schools in
Canada had increased enormously. On a visit
to Washington in April 1942, Prime Minister
King asked President Roosevelt if the Amer-
icans would like to be involved in future.
Roosevelt thought it was a good idea and
suggested that all the Allied nations with air
training programmes be invited to a special
conference in Ottawa. However, having been
taken by surprise, the British Government
was not amused and strongly opposed the
idea.

The conference included delegates from
the Free French, China, Belgium, Czechoslo-
vakia, Holland, Norway, Yugoslavia, and
Poland. The first part involved the co-ordina-
tion of the BCATP and USAAF air training
plans but nothing came of this until April
1943 when the US and Canada formed a
committee to thrash out the details.

The second part of the conference was
restricted to New Zealand, Australia, Can-
ada, and the United Kingdom. Unlike the
original signing of BCATP, where hard-line
bargaining and in-fighting was so conspicu-
ous, business was easily disposed of and the
British quickly agreed to the amalgamation
of the RAF schools into the BCATP. The
new agreement was to run from July 1, 1942
to March 31, 1945 at a total cost of
$1,446,310,000. The United Kingdom’s share
was 723 million Canadian dollars which
included $283,500,362 in lend-lease material.

Elementary Flying Training Schools now
went through numerous changes. Due to the
rapid expansion of the second phase of the
training scheme, the schools were given four
new classes:

Class A: training for up to 90 pupils.
Class B: training for up to 120 pupils.
Class C: training for up to 180 pupils.
Class D: training for up to 240 pupils.
Also all RAF elementary schools now

came under control of civilian management

which freed some 2,000 ground personnel for
service elsewhere, and hundreds of RAF fly-
ing instructors were posted to other schools.
For example, No. 32 EFTS at Bowden was
taken over by the Edmonton Flying Club on
July 20, 1942. The Chief Air Engineer was

George Frost who had come to Canada in
1920, joining the club in 1926. George
recalled the age of the RAF student pilots
began to change in the summer of 1942 as
more combat veterans were coming to
Canada for pilot training.
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With its open cockpit, the PT-27 was totally unsuited for the harsh Canadian winter.
LAC Archie Pennie (left) was one of the last to train on the aircraft. Above: He
obtained his wings on December 5, 1942 and the following day had the unpleasant
task of delivering his Stearman to No. 37 SFTS at Calgary from where American
pilots ferried the aircraft back to the States.

In July 1942, the running of No. 32 EFTS was taken over by the Edmonton Flying Club
which freed many RAF instructors for other dutie. The Bowden magazine took its
name from Shakespeare: ‘. . . came the three corners of the world in arms, And, we
shall shock them. Naught shall make us rue, if England to itself do rest but true . . .’



THE CANADIAN-BUILT FAIRCHILD
CORNELL PT-26A

In 1943, the Canadian Government
adopted the Fairchild Cornell PT-26A as the
primary trainer in the BCATP. Built by Fleet
Aircraft Ltd., in Toronto, Ontario, unfortu-
nately they became killer aircraft in the
RCAF and RAF as George Frost recalls:

‘We switched to Cornell II in May 1943.
The training order stated “Do not overstress
the Cornell” but what we did not know was
during construction there was a fault in the
leading edge of the main wing at the root
which caused the wing to shear off in a dive.
This killed a number of good RAF chaps at
Bowden. The Cornell should have been
grounded after the first crash. Eventually,
reinforcement of the centre section main
spar corrected the trouble.’

A total of eight RAF pilots were killed in
the Cornell trainer at Bowden.

No. 36 SFTS, PENHOLD
In March 1940, farmland at Penhold,

Alberta, was earmarked as a site for an
RCAF Elementary Flying Training School
but these plans were changed in July when
the RCAF Aerodrome Development Com-
mittee approved the construction of a
Service Flying Training School there for the
Royal Air Force.

The Doncaster Construction Company of
Edmonton started work in November 1940,
continuing throughout the winter in temper-
atures of minus 35 degrees F. By August
1941, five hangars and 31 other buildings
were ready for the RAF. In the last week of
July, the nucleus for RAF Penhold sailed
from the Clyde to Halifax and on August 23
RAF No. 36 SFTS opened for business under
the command of Group Captain W. B.
Farrington with over a thousand members of
the RAF.

Two days later the first Airspeed Oxford
was received, the first fatal accident taking
place on January 6, 1942 when LAC Philip
Bushell crashed in Oxford AS523. The 21
RAF students who lost their lives under
training at Penfold are buried in Red Deer
Cemetery.
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Although the replacement for the Stearman had an enclosed
cockpit, George Frost considered the Cornell a death trap
and as a result eight pilots were killed while flying them at
Bowden. Above and below: George pictured the crash of
10740 on August 27, 1943 taking the lives of Flight Lieu-
tenant Ralph Mount and LAC Cuthbert Ellis. LAC Ivon Davies

had been killed the previous month in 14409, later Cornell
fatalities being Sergeant Pilot Barry Thompson and LAC
Nevil Armstrong in 14395 on October 26, 1943; Flight
Sergeant James Fowler and LAC Charles De Wever in 14396
on May 14, 1944 and Sergeant Pilot Gordon Bennett on
August 26, 1944 in Cornell 14488.

January 6, 1942 — LAC Philip Bushell’s wrecked Airspeed Oxford AS523.



RAF RELIEF AIRFIELD, INNISFAIL
In October 1941, the land of four Innisfail

farmers was expropriated by the Canadian
Government for constructing an RAF relief
airfield for No. 36 Service Flying Training
School at Penhold. Sections of land were
taken from four farmers: Lyman Melrose,
Dave Bateman, Les Munro, and Jack Stubbs.

Situated on the corner where Highway 54
makes two bends, building work was begun
in April 1942 by the Crown Paving & Con-
tracting Company of Edmonton. The field
had one hangar with control tower, an H-hut,
a motor transport garage, and three paved
runways in a triangular pattern, each 1,000
yards long.

Training ceased in September 1944 and on
November 1 the land was turned over to
Crown Assets Corporation and sold. The
barracks and hangar were dismantled in July
1946 although the MT shed remained until
1990. In 1984 the Innisfail Flying Club took
over the airfield.

No. 37 SFTS, CALGARY
No. 37 SFTS was established on McCall

airfield located in north-west Calgary,
Alberta, and was opened on October 22,
1941. Calgary had been designated as No. 4
Training Command Headquarters at the
beginning of the month, responsible for all
BCATP operations in Alberta, Saskatche-
wan, and British Columbia. No. 37 SFTS
became the administrative and operational
control centre for all the RAF schools in
Alberta, closing in March 1944.

RAF RELIEF AIRFIELD, AIRDRIE
In the summer of 1940 the RCAF Aero-

drome Development Committee selected 640
acres of farmland two miles east of the village
of Airdrie for the construction of a relief air-
field for No. 37 Service Flying Training
School at Calgary. It opened in the autumn of
1941 and for the first year operated for train-
ing pilots of multi-engine aircraft (Avro
Ansons and Airspeed Oxfords) doing touch
and go landings from the main base. The orig-
inal buildings comprised a hangar, one H-hut

and three service buildings but in August
1942 it was expanded to include another
H-hut, two service buildings, plus three build-
ings for the assembly of small smoke bombs.

Two observation towers were constructed in
1942 and used until the RAF left April 1944.
The RCAF re-opened Airdrie that August,
using Cessna Cranes for bombing practice on
the nearby lake. In March 1945 Harvards
arrived from North Battleford, Saskatchewan,
and bomb training continued until September
1945 when the base finally closed.
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Innisfall airfield. The RAF nick-named it
‘Big Bend’ from the adjacent road layout.

Above: The first RAF casualty at Calgary was LAC Ernest Thomson who was killed in
this crash on December 5, 1941. The Airspeed Oxford AS365 had been taken on the
strength of No. 37 SFTS on August 20. Right: Ernest Thomson’s grave lies in Section
G of Calgary’s Burnsland Cemetery (see page 16).
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In 1957 the abandoned runways were used
as a race-track, while the ex-RAF buildings
were purchased by Don Southland and used
for the manufacture of prefabricated trailers
for the oil industry. In 1969, Tom Conroy
purchased the airfield and formed the Air-
drie Country Club of the Air, turning it into
a friendly base for all local pilots. The
Conroy’s also owned and flew four bright
yellow RCAF vintage Harvard trainers, per-
forming aerobatics at numerous local air
shows. Tom was killed in a crash in 1979 but
his wife continued to run the airfield until
she sold it in 1998.
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The RAF bases in Alberta were built on
the north-west staging route that ferried
American aircraft to Edmonton, Alaska,
and on to the Soviet Union. Many Bell
P-39 Airacobras and Douglas C-47 in Russ-
ian markings landed on the RAF airfields.
On April 14, 1944, an American Douglas
Digby was returning from Alaska, when it
lost an oil line and made an emergency
landing at Airdrie but became stuck in the
snow-covered wet field. The old bomber
landed just short of the south-east run-
way and was towed to the hangar. Once
the oil line was repaired, she took off and
headed south to Great Falls, Montana, in
the United States.

The airfield lives on . . . this is the same view in April 2010.

And the Harvards also live on. Left: These RAF pilots who
received their wings had just flown their aircraft to Airdrie to
have smoke bombs fitted. Right: Thirty years later, Tom Conroy

(rear right) and his wife Gwen (left) purchased the airfield from
where they flew four RCAF vintage Harvards at local air shows.
Tom was killed in 1979 and Gwen passed away in 2006.
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MOSQUITO ‘F’ FOR FREDDIE
In 1993 I was conducting research into the

history of Airdrie airfield and during an inter-
view with Burt Sharp of Olds I noticed he had
a number of photos of the famous Mosquito
‘F for Freddie’ taken at No. 37 SFTS. I asked
where he got them and he told me that his sis-
ter was a girlfriend of an RAF pilot Maurice
Biggs and had taken them just before he took
off in ‘Freddie’ on May 10, 1945.

Maurice had joined the RAF in 1938 aged
17 and initially trained as an air gunner. In
September 1940, he completed a tour of duty
with No. 77 Squadron flying Whitleys and
was awarded the DFC. For the next year he
was a gunnery instructor but he applied for
pilot training and arrived at No. 31 EFTS at
Bowden in September 1242. During this per-
iod he met and dated Miss Sharp from Olds,
Alberta. Flight Lieutenant Briggs returned
to England where he completed a further 107
operations. In December 1944 he and his co-
pilot, Flying Officer John Baker, were trans-
ferred to Transport Command to ferry Can-
adian-built Mosquitos to England. In late
April 1945, they were assigned to take a
Mosquito to Canada for the 8th Victory
Bond drive but en route their aircraft devel-
oped problems so they had to turn back.
They were given instead Mosquito Mk IX
known as ‘F’ for Freddie. As one of the
RAF’s most famous aircraft, LR503 had
flown her last operation to bomb the mar-
shalling yards at Leipzig on April 10, 1945.
Now ‘Freddie’ was heading to Canada where
Briggs thrilled the crowds with his low level
flying displays on a series of one day
stopovers beginning at Toronto before head-
ing west.
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Mosquito ‘F’ for Freddie had made over 200 operational flights
over the Continent of Europe before Calgarians enjoyed a breath-

taking display over their city on May 9, 1945. Here the Mossie is
pictured beating up the tower on the municipal airport.

Local historian Richard de Boer beside the tower 65 years later.
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Briggs arrived at Calgary on the afternoon
of May 9 and before landing he put on an
aerial display over the streets of the city. He
buzzed downtown flying around and over the
roof-top of the Palliser Hotel which was the
RAF’s party venue known as the ’Paralyser’,
and also where he had romanced some of his
ladies. Briggs was home and he wanted
everyone to know it.

That evening a huge party was held at the
hotel in honour of Briggs, Baker, and the end
of the war in Europe. It is not known if Miss
Sharpe attended this party but she was cer-
tainly invited to a special luncheon held
there the following day. After lunch they
were due to fly north to Penhold, then south
to Lethbridge, and back to Calgary that
evening. The departure of LR503 was
delayed an hour due to minor repairs and
that was when Miss Sharpe took her photo.
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Left: The Palliser Hotel on 9th Avenue
South West, now dwarfed by tall build-
ings, (right) was a well-known haunt of
RAF pilots so Flight Lieutenant Briggs
could not resist a low-level pass . . .

. . . and even lower past the Hudson Bay
Company. He flew down 1st Street
below the top floor at 300mph!

Enthusiastic crowds swarm round ‘F’ For Freddie after she landed at Calgary’s McCall airfield. Note the Russian C-47 in the background.
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The last photo taken by Miss Sharpe 20 minutes before Flight Lieutenant Briggs (right) and Flying Officer Baker took off.

Having struck the flagpole on the control tower and then the aerials on the hangar roof, the Mosquito lost its port wing .

The flagpole and metal aerials before being struck. First point of impact — the mounting for the flagpole still extant.
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They took off just after 4 p.m. Briggs then
circled north and made two high-speed
passes over the old control tower. On a third
pass the Mosquito came in very low, then
attempted to pull up at the last minute. How-
ever the port wing struck the flagpole on the
roof of the tower and the aerials on the
hangar roof. The wing sheared off and the
aircraft tumbled out of control for approx-
imately half a mile. ‘Freddie’ hit the ground
at 400 m.p.h., both crew being thrown clear
and killed instantly. The famous RAF Mos-
quito burned to ashes. The next day Flight
Lieutenant Briggs and Flying Officer Baker
were buried in the Field of Honour at Burns-
land Cemetery, Calgary.
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The direction of travel for ‘F’ for Freddie
after the impact. The Mosquito tumbled
for half a mile over the H-huts and just
cleared the farm buildings before hitting
the ground and skidding 300 yards to its
doom.

The final resting place for Flight Lieu-
tenant Briggs and Flying Officer Baker in
the extensive veteran’s section of Cal-
gary (Burnside) Cemetery. A large sand
hill, just south of the Calgary Stampede
grounds, is commonly called ‘Cemetery
Hill’ but it is in fact four cemeteries
divided by the McLeod Trail South.C
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RUN-DOWN 1944
In the spring of 1944, the British govern-

ment asked the Canadians to begin the clo-
sure of the training scheme. This began a
slow process of either disbanding the RAF
schools or turning them over to the RCAF.
The Canadians took over No. 37 SFTS at
Calgary in March 1944; No. 32 EFTS at Bow-
den in September and No. 36 SFTS at Pen-
hold in November. However No. 31 at De
Winton was disbanded on September 25.

By the end of November 1944, only two

RAF schools were still operating in Canada.
No. 31 Air Navigation School at Port Albert,
Ontario, continued until February 1945, and
No. 1 Naval Air Gunner School at Yarmouth,
Nova Scotia, closed in March that year.

The total cost of the BCATP was calculated
at $2,231,129,039 and the financial arrange-
ments involved so many claims and counter-
claims that Air Minister Power quipped that it
would take three generations of accountants
to clear the snarls. In the end Canada footed
the bill for 72 per cent of the air training cost.

The United Kingdom paid Canada
$54,206,318 cash and supplied $162,260,787 in
matériel. Australia provided three per cent
($65,181,068) and New Zealand two per cent
($48,025,393). Lend-lease (mostly PT-27 air-
craft) came to $283,500,362 or 13 per cent of
the overall costs.

In March 1946 the British Government
still owed Canada $425 million but in May
that year Ottawa passed a bill wiping out the
debt, thus closing the books on the Empire
Air Training Scheme.
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Of the 197 Second World War graves in Calgary, the majority
are of those killed during training, either under the British and

Commonwealth Air Training Plan or at the local small-arms
and infantry training centres.

In 1941 Penhold was just a train stop with some 20 homes so it
had no cemetery of its own. Instead, those airmen who lost their

lives there were buried in Innisfail Cemetery, mid-way between
Penhold and Bowden, whose casualties were also interred here.
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POSTSCRIPT
Today most of the RAF buildings are gone

and only the cracked and weed-covered run-
ways remain as a memorial to the thousands
of airmen who trained and died in Canada.
However, below the surface of each training
field there lies the buried history of the per-
iod. When I interviewed George Frost he
stated: ‘Did you know each RAF base in
Canada contains an historical burial pit?’

Bowden officially closed on September 8,
1944, and nine days later George Frost was
informed he would no longer have to report
for work and he would be given two weeks
wages in lieu of notice. When the RAF
cleared the base he was instructed to bull-
doze a pit and bury all the British inventory
and then forget about it. On September 24-
25, a bulldozer dug a deep pit in which was
dumped all the remaining equipment. Over
the next two days all the RAF records, crash
sites, photos, records of training, kitchen
pots, pans, dishes, aircraft parts, uniforms,
tools, rifles, etc. were thrown in and then
bulldozed over.

In October the RCAF took over the base
until December 1953 when it was turned
over to the Alberta Government Corrections
for a Boys School. Then in April 1974 the
Government of Canada Correctional Ser-
vices claimed the land and ex-RAF buildings
for a Federal Institution, and in 1982 Bow-
den Institution was chosen as the site for one
of Canada’s six prison farms. Their purpose
was to allow prisoners near the end of their
sentence to work with animals, operate farm
machinery, and grow vegetables. Bowden
also provides beef for other prisons and even
sells the surplus to local businesses. Over the
following two years, all the original RAF
buildings were removed along with the run-
ways.

In December 1994 I obtained permission
from John Edwards, Commissioner of Cor-
rectional Services in Ottawa, to meet with
Mitch Kassen, Warden of Bowden Institu-
tion. Warden Kassen was very interested in

my research into the buried RAF equipment
and he allowed two digs which took place in
October 1999 and June 2001 but unfortu-
nately we were unable to locate the burial
pit.

In September 2005, I contacted Professor
J. M. Maillol of the Earth Science Program
and Department of Geology and Geophysics
at the University of Calgary. Professor Mail-
lol quickly agreed to carry out a magnetic
ground survey to try to pinpoint the burial
site. This was completely successful but when
I approached the prison, the new Warden
turned down flat any further exploration
stating that ‘Permission can no longer be
granted. Consultation with our legal services
has an issue with uncertainty surrounding the
presence of hazards buried in the ground and
“ownership” issue (any artifacts found in the
ground are the property of the Crown) pre-
sent too great an obstacle for accommoda-
tion’.
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In 1982 the Canadian Government began to demolish the wartime buildings at Bow-
den prior to the site becoming a prison farm.

Left: In 1994 our author Clarence Simonsen obtained permis-
sion to carry out exploratory excavations to try to find the loca-
tion where the RAF equipment had been buried in 1945.
Machinery and prison farm inmates were supplied for the dig
but nothing was found. Now, although the correct site has

been pinpointed by ground radar, permission to go ahead has
been revoked. Right: Nevertheless, the spirit of the Empire Air
Training Scheme lives on in Canada as RAF Penhold is still in
operation as Red Deer Regional Airport, complete with its own
Harvard gate guardian.
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